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Rush Violation Trials Delayed
Past Previous Years' Deadlines
By Douglas E. Heimburger
EDITOR

IN CHIEF

Although over two months have
passed, the Interfraternity Council
Judicial Committee has yet to conduct any trials for rush violations
committed during Orientation.
Judcomm chair Katherine
A.
Hardacre '99 declined to comment
on why the trials were occurring
later this year. During the past several years, Judcomm had finished
the trials by the middle of October.
The rush chair for the Women's
Independent Living group, however,
said that miscommunication was to

blame for many of the delays. "The
situation wasn't made clear as to
what the protocol was" once initial
charges were filed, said Julia E.
Preston '00. Additionally,
some
deadlines were not well-known.
"I think that there is just some
miscommunication
that went on,"
she said.
In addition to delays in trial
dates, it appears many charges filed
during rush are being dropped.
This year, due to the tensions
surrounding
the modified
rush,
houses filed significantly more violations than normal, according to

IFC President Duane H. Dreger '99.
However, most of the violations
involved relatively minor incidents,
Dreger said. "In the middle of rush,
when tensions are high, rush chairs
file anything," especially this year,
when tensions were higher than normal. Some violations included fraternities presenting freshmen slightly past deadline,
according
to
Dreger. "We're talking about two or
three second" violations, he said.
After rush, many houses had second thoughts
about following
Rush, Page 10

JobTrak Elicits Mixed Reviews
CONNIE

LV-THE

TECH

Jonna (Tara V. Perry '98) reminisces about when she first met
Tim (Jesse Barnes '02) In Dramashop's production of "Beat
Furrer" in Kresge Little Theater.

By Karen E. Robinson
STAFF REPORTER

In its first two months of use,
JobTrak has received mixed reviews
from both students and recruiters.
Earlier
this fall,
students
complained
about
glitches

Speakers Discuss Digital Journalism
By Neena S. Kadaba
STAFF REPORTER

Speakers last night answered
the question
of how American
journalism
has been affected by
digital technologies
at a forum
entitled "Digital Journalism
and
Cyberspace" in Bartos Theatre.
Geared toward answering the
question of how American journalism has been affected by digital
technologies, the forum specifically focused
on the threats
and
opportunities
that these technologies create.
The forum also discussed the change in traditional
newspaper formats that resulted in
a change of media from print to the
Internet, as well as the advantages
and disadvantages
of this new,
more complex and foreign media.
Reid Ashe, president and publisher of the Tampa Tribune, Ingrid
Volkner, professor of Media and
Communication at the University of
Augsburg,
Germany,
and Rob
Fixmer, technology news editor of
the New York Times participated in
the forum.
"Media exists because we are
social animals,"
Ashe said. He
stated that media is a "virtual reality business" of recreating situations and sharing them with people. The Internet,
he said, can
fulfill this virtual reality role more
effectively,
as seen in Internet
publishing;
multimedia
enhancement, or the adding of many new
and varied features to online publications
increases
the scope of
media.

Media recreates real situations
Using an analogy of a marketplace meeting as the place where
information was exchanged, Ashe
projected this concept forward to
describe the media - the exchange
of information without the need to
meet; it gives the "benefits of the

marketplace without having to physically meet."
Online journalism
had so far
only "done old stuff with new
equipment,"
Ashe said, "but we
have just begun to ..co prehend the
extent to which these new tools
can be used." If a newspaper
is
defined as ink on paper, or the
delivery of mass processed information, then a future threat to its
printing is visible, but if a newspaper is an institution that explores
and provides information,
online
journalism will enhance the performance, he said.

through
allowing
the reader to
navigate through a story," Fixmer
said. This gives newspapers additiona I responsibility;
newspapers
need to respect the reader's right
Media, Page 18

experienced using JobTrak. These
glitches - including a day when
resume submission
went offline
causing
students
to miss many
submission deadlinesprompted
the Undergraduate
Association to
file a motion calling for MIT to
return to a paper-based
system.
Despite these glitches, the VA has
since
withdrawn
from
this
position.
"Any time you change a process,
you're going to have some hiccups,"
said Jim Banks, Hewlett Packard's
recruitment manager for MIT.
Banks said, he has seen "about
the number of bugs you'd expect"

arising
from MIT's
change of
systems
and bugs inherent
to
JobTrak.
However, according to Banks,
JobTrak is being improved daily,
and he said he expects it to be
working much better by the time
they use it again in the spring.
Other recruiters found JobTrak
useful, but wondered how well the
students were utilizing it. Recruiters
from Fluor Daniel Inc., which
employs mainly chemical engineers,
felt the need to send a letter to
graduating seniors in addition to
Jobs, Page 11

Internet represents media world
Volkmer, who is also director of
Global Media Consultants,
Ltd.,
described the internet as becoming
"an icon of the globalized media
world." She discussed the five environments of the Internet.
The first, the pluralistic environment, where media markets merge,
occurs in the United States. The
second, characterized by emergent
public discourse without globalization, appears in Eastern Europe.
The third is the state regulated
and censored
environment
of
China and a few other Asian
nations. The fourth is the environment that was overlooked by the
Internet, such as the African continent. The last is the dualist environment
found
in European
nations.
Fixmer
asserted
that
"the
Internet has more opportunities; the
question is: Do we know how to use
them?" The goal of digital journalism is to create a new kind of journalism for this new electronic
media, he said. This new media
lends a flexibility not available with
print media.
"The Internet allows us to formulate reporting in a way that was
never possible before, primarily

Macintosh 'evangelists' open two
new computer clusters which
feature multimedia software not
offered through Athena.
Page 9
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Members of Phi Kappa Theta recover their flag from Lobby 7 Wednesday evening.
appeared after being taken from PKT by a rival fraternity.
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Israel to Proceed with
Controversial Housing Project
THE WASHINGTON

POST

JERUSALEM

Less than 24 hours after it ratified the latest U.S.-sponsored
Middle East peace plan, the Israeli government Thursday took a decisive step toward building a huge new Jewish neighborhood in the traditionally Arab part of Jerusalem despite strong objections by the
Palestinians and the United States.
It was Israel's decision to break ground for infrastructure on the
disputed hillside two winters ago that prompted an 18-month freeze
in Middle East peacemaking. Thursday, despite repeated requests
from the Clinton administration that Israel refrain from provocative
acts, Prime Minister Benjamin
etanyahu's government asked for
bids to build the first 1,025 homes in a project that would eventually
house 30,000 Jews.
The Har Homa housing project, on a pine-covered hill that Arabs
call Jabal Abu Gheneim, is the first major effort to change the political geography of Arab-populated
East Jerusalem since IsraeliPalestinian negotiations began in 1993.

By Howard Schneider
THE WASHINGTON

BAGHDAD, IRAQ

With a familiar sense of resignation, Iraqis braced themselves
Thursday for possible U.S. airstrikes
as Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz insisted that his country will
not retreat from its latest confrontation with the United
ations and
major Arab states placed the blame
for the current crisis squarely on
Baghdad.
While the American military
buildup in the region continued,
Iraqis lined up at gas stations to
stockpile fuel, and U. . workers
and foreign diplomats journeyed
across 500 miles of desert roads to
safety in Amman, Jordan. Mosques
usually festooned with brightly colored bulbs were dark Thursday
night, as were some government
buildings.
At the same time, the United
States began deploying 139 heavy
bombers and other warplanes to the
Persian Gulf, beefing up its forces
for possible air action. U.S. officials
said that for a variety of reasons,
including the time needed to complete the buildup, military action is
not Iikely for about 10 days,

Huge New Dinosaur Species Found
THE WASHINGTON

POST

From beneath the wind-whipped dunes of western Africa, fossil-hunters
have unearthed
a previously
unknown species of
dinosaur: a 100-million-year-old
predator the size of a city bus
with 16-inch, hook-shaped thumb claws and a snout like a mutant
crocodile.
At 36 feet long and 12 feet high, with an estimated weight around
five tons, Suchomimus tenerensis was at least as big as the average
Tyrannosaurus. But its lifestyle was considerably different, presumably preferring a diet of fish.
"It's a dinosaur trying hard to be a crocodile," said Paul C. Sereno
of the University of Chicago, who led the international 18-person
expedition that discovered the creature's remains in remote central
iger late last year.
The find adds a striking new specimen to a very rare and mysterious splinter group of dinosaurs - the long-snouted,
narrowmouthed spinosaurs - of which only three fragmentary examples
were known worldwide before Dec. 4, 1997, when expedition member David Varricchio came across what looked like a spinosaur
thumb claw.
It was just sitting there, "exposed over the course of centuries by
wind and sand, waiting for anybody to discover it," Sereno said. If
the rest was nearby, the world would "have a chance to see finally
what one of these strange, fish-eating predators looked like."

although it could come sooner.
But after eight years of crippling
international trade sanctions, many
Iraqis seemed almost blase that their
country may soon be subjected to the
heaviest bombing raids since the
1991 Persian Gulf War. The usual
caravan of Thursday night wedding
parties careered through the city, car
horns blaring and trumpet players
tooting from the windows. Major
shopping streets were lively, well-lit
and showed no signs of panic buying.
At a sometimes testy press conference
Thursday
night, Aziz
blamed Washington for the current
standoff and declared that Iraq will
not yield on its demand for the lifting of international trade sanctions
in exchange for allowing resumption of U.N. weapons inspections
here. "I'm on the receiving side, not
on the offering side" of any new
proposals to resolve the dispute,
Aziz said.
Aziz said, however, that Iraq
would welcome the intervention of
U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan,
who defused a similar crisis over
arms inspections during a mission to
Baghdad last February. U.N. officials have said that Annan has no
plans to retrace
his steps to

Baghdad.
In another sign that the international community has lost patience
with the Iraqi regime of President
Saddam Hussein, Egypt, Syria and
six Arab Persian Gulf states bluntly
called on Iraq to resume cooperation
with the U.N. arms inspectors,
known collectively as UNSCOM, or
suffer the consequences.
"The Iraqi government will be
solely responsible for all repercussions resulting from its decision to
block UNSCOM from carrying out
its inspections transparently," said a
statement issued by foreign ministers from the eight Arab states meeting in Doha, Qatar. All eight nations
participated in the U.S.-led coalition
that drove Iraqi forces from Kuwait
in 1991, and their statement
received
a warm welcome
in
Washington, which has struggled to
shore up flagging Arab support for
tough action against Baghdad in the
face of growing sympathy for the
plight of ordinary Iraqis hurt by the
sanctions.
While the rest of the world may
puzzle over Iraq's continued defiance of the international community
government officials here say they
have nothing left to lose.

Small Biotech Company Sparks
Controversy in Cloning Debate
8y Rick Weiss
THE WASHINGTON

Clinton Dispenses $60 Million for
After-8chool Programs
LOS ANGELES

POST

POST

Scientists, ethicists and federal
regulators Thursday scrambled to
sort out the many controversial
issues raised by a small biotechnology company's announcement that
it had used cloning techniques to
create an embryo out of human and
cow cells.
The work, conducted
in 1995
and 1996 at Advanced
Cell
Technology of Worcester, Mass.,
but not made public until Thursday,
was part of an effort to make medically useful tissues but also appears
to be the closest that anyone has
come to cloning a human being.
Among the many questions
raised by the revelation was whether
the research broke a ban on the use
of federal
funds
for embryo
research; whether it bypassed Food
and Drug Administration
rules on

TIMES

WASHrNGTON

With the Clinton administration's
proposed $21.9 billion childcare package largely scuttled by Congress, the president on Thursday
unveiled what survived intact and appealed for more.
In a White House event attended by school officials and day-care
advocates, President Clinton dispensed $60 million in new funds to
establish or expand after-school programs in 600 schools across 44
states.
The money is part of $200 million earmarked by Congress for
after-school care in the budget agreement passed last month. The
funds established the 21 st Century Community Learning Center program, which is expected to help some 250,000 school-age children
who attend after-school programs.
But Clinton said that millions of kids whose families are eligible
for child-care subsidies still don't get them.

research; and how the work passed
muster with the ethics review board
at the University of Massachusetts
in Amherst, where the companysupported work was done.
Those and other uncertainties led
several experts Thursday to call
upon Congress and the White House
to clarify the regulatory framework
within
which
human
embryo
research and other high-tech human
studies are conducted.
"We will be contacting
the
White House today to ask that the
President
have
the National
Bioethics Advisory Commission
examine these issues," said Carl
Feldbaum,
president
of the
Biotechnology
Industry
Association.
The Worcester
company produced one cloned human embryo perhaps the first ever made - and
performed the unprecedented cross-

species hybridization
of a human
cell and a cow egg.
Michael West, president of the
company, said in an interview that
although the technique was very
similar to that used to clone Dolly
the sheep, he had no intention of
cloning adult humans. Rather, the
project's goal was to grow replacement cells and tissues for transplantion into people with diseases.
West said he had recently
reopened the files on the dormant
experiment and concluded that it
was largely successful. He was publicizing
the findings,
he said,
because the company had the moral
responsibility to get feedback from
the public before going any further.
Several critics, however, said
they suspected the company had
made a business decision to ride a
new wave of interest in cultured
embryonic cells.

WEATHER
Situation

Cool Temperatures Continue
By 8111Ramstrom
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

The weather will remain seasonably cool through the weekend. Highs
will be near 50°F (lO°C) Friday and Saturday, with lows Friday night near
33°F (l°C). Some high clouds may drift in during the day today or this
evening from a storm over Texas. Clouds will thicken on Saturday as a
weak storm over southern Ontario begins to affect our weather. There will
be a chance of showers Saturday night as this storm passes across southern
Canada. Skies will begin to clear on Sunday as the storm passes out to sea,
bringing in weak flow from the northwest. Little change in temperature is
expected through the period.
Today: Some sun through high clouds. Northwest wind.
High 49°F (9°C).
Tonight: Some clouds and cool. Low 33°F (1°C).
Saturday: Mostly cloudy, chance of late shower. High 50°F (10°C).
Saturday Night: Showers, not as cold. Low 41°F (5°C).
Sunday: Clearing by late day. High 48°F (8°C).
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The Clinton administration formally signed
United
ation
ccord on global warming Thursday
in a largely symbolic act aimed at
giving a boo t to negotiator struggling to re olve key details of ho
to implement the 1997 pact.
cting U.S.
mbassador to the
United
ations A. Peter Burleigh
igned the accord, a move that provided a rare bit of good news for
weary delegate to the U. .-sponsored negotiating ession.
"Our signing put to rest any
doubt about whether the United
States will back out of the historic
agreement reached in Kyoto," said
Stuart E. Eizenstat, the undersecre-

•

ICr S
By Rajlv Chandrasekaran

WASHINGTON

The Microsoft
antitrust
trial
turned into a tense sparring match
over the credibility
of a witness
from Intel Corp. Thursday, with a
lawyer for Microsoft accusing the
executive of concocting some of his
most colorful testimony
and the
government producing several documents to support his claims.
On the witness stand was Steven
McGeady, an Intel vice president
called by the government. He testified earlier this week that Microsoft
ha<.lthreatened to withhold crucial
technical support from Intel if the
chipmaker did not stop developing
software that would compete with
Microsoft's products. He also made
the dramatic allegation that a senior
executive at Microsoft told him of

an intent to "extinguish"
rival
Netscape Communications
Corp.
and to "cut off Netscape's air supply."
Microsoft
attorney
Steven
Holley unveiled several handwritten
notes, electronic mail messages and
pretrial statements by other Intel
executives that were intended to
cast doubt on McGeady's
claims
and depict him as disaffected and
having an ax to grind against
Microsoft.
Holley tried to paint McGeady
as out of step with Intel's corporate
policies toward Microsoft at the
time. Among his evidence: an email message that McGeady sent to
Intel's then chief executive Andrew
S. Grove, saying that "Microsoft
could be goaded into doing something really stupid and anti-competitive, finally enraging the apparently

LOS A GELES TIMES
WASHlNGTO

countries
should take on mor
responsibility for curbing emi sions
from factories,
automobile
nd
powerplants.
We're definitely not th re yet,"
Ritt Bjerregaard,
nvtronmental
mIntster for the European Union,
saJd Thursday night.
The Kyoto agreement.
which
commits industrialized countries to
sharp reduction
in greenhouse
gases over the next 13 years, was
negotiated by the Clinton administration, and President Clinton had
consistently
promised to sign it
before the March 15, 1999, deadline. Before Thur day nearly 60
countries
had signed the pact,
including
nearly
all so-called
"developed"
countries except the
United States and Iceland.

ft awyer

THE WASHINGTON POST

e

tary of tate who head the U.S. delegation
to the talk . But he
acknowledged that the endor ement
"doesn't guarantee a positi e outcome in Bueno
ires,"
here the
II-day-old talk are limping toward
an uncertain conclu Ion.
The action was applauded by
other nations but congres ional critics have vowed to defeat the treaty
in the U .. Senate.
egotiators from 180 countries
were expected to work through
Thursday night to try to craft a plan
for attacking the unfini hed busines
from Kyoto, including crucial que tions of enforcement and cost-sharing among rich and poor nations.
Despite progress on a few fronts,
the talks have remained bogged
down over whether developing

s
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Democra Concerned Over Lack of
· orities in ey Positions

c
By Joby Warrick
THE w. SHI GTON POST
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placi(d) antitrust police."
A defensive McGeady did not
concede Holley's points, instead
offering tart rebuttals and protestations that the lawyer was misinterpreting the documents.
In one exchange that was typical
of Holley's cross-examination,
the
lawyer showed McGeady a copy of
his handwritten notes from a meeting in which
he contends
a
Microsoft executive said that the
company intended to "extinguish"
rival Netscape Communications
Corp. "This is not what your notes
say," Holley told McGeady . "You
don't see the word extinguish anywhere in your notes, do you?"
"There is no danger I would
have forgotten," retorted McGeady,
who said he didn't need to write
down the remark because it was
sure to stick in his mind.

Women and minorities have handsomely rewarded Democrats at
the ballot box for promoting issues they find appealing. Yet when it
comes to elevating
omen and minorities to congressIOnal leadership
position, Democrats have developed something of a gla s ceiling.
While public attention ha rIveted on House Republic ns and their
int rnecine battle for leader hip posts following
ewt Gingrich's
re Ignation, Democrats also are preparing to elect their leaders in the
Hou e and Senate. And precIous few women or minorities are even In
the running.
That dearth is troubling
orne Democrats on Capitol Hill - In
part out of concern that they will suffer by comparison if House
Republican next week install one or more women - as well as their
sole black member - in top leadership positions.
"It's a major concern. It's certainly weighing on people's mind," a
senior House Democratic
aide acknowledged
Thur day. "If
Republicans elect a diverse leadership, compared to a Democratic
leadership of, say, four white men, that would be uncomfortable."
Ellen
alcolm, head of Emily's List, a powerful fund-rai ing
organization for Democratic women agreed. "It's very important for
Democrats to have diversity in their leadership," he said.

Literary Agent Goldberg Testifies in
Linda Tripp WIretapping Case
THE BALTIMORE SUN
ELLJCOTI

CITY. MD.

Attracting a throng of reporters and photographers Thursday,
ew
York literary agent Lucianne Goldberg testified for I 1/2 hours before
a Howard County grand jury, saying later she had turned over tapes
of conversations involving her friend Linda R. Tripp.
Goldberg, the most high-profile witness to appear before the grand
jury investigating allegations that Tripp broke state wiretap law,
insisted to reporters "Linda did nothing illegal" in taping former
White House intern Monica S. Lewinsky.
Two tapes were of conversations
Goldberg 'said she had with
Tripp in 1997; two others were copies of tapes she said Tripp made
of her conversations with Lewinsky.
In the two Tripp-Lewinsky tapes, Goldberg said, there is talk of "a
lot of pain, a lot of anguish," and "a lot of shopping."
Unlike other witnesses who have slipped in quietly to testify,
Goldberg seemed to enjoy the attention of the crowd, which included
a self-described Lewinsky scandal "groupie" who wanted to see the
drama unfold.
"Isn't this a great entourage," Goldberg said, laughing, as she
walked to the courthouse,
escorted by several county sheriff's
deputies and her son, Jonah, who also testified.
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Undergraduate Student Government

New SafeR ide Policies
_ request stops along routes
_ express runs over the bridge
Thanksgiving Logan Shuttle
Let us know what you think about the new policies and
their implimentation so we can keep working for change!!

<ua-comments@mit.edu>

Got plans for a great campus-wide event?
Applications for joint funding by the GSC and UA
are available now for a proposed spring term event
hosted by multiple student groups
For more information and an application
, go to

http://web.mit.edulgsclwww/money/money.html
Applications due November 30, 1998, 6 p.m., W20-401

SafeRide is Only
the Beginning
Get involved with change
happening allover campus.

*

Meet deans, faculty, and staff
who influence institute policy
Participate in important
decision making processes
that effect all students

*

HOW?
Join a VA Committee
TODAY!
email <ryanp@mit.edu>
or <ptoppold@mit.edu>

ovember 13, 1998
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I am frankly sickened by the lack of consistency with which The Tech has presented
itself in its recent editorials on freshman housing. Thi sentiment came to a head with
Tuesday's editorial, "Moving Forward on
Housing."
In this piece, The Tech "urges the
Interfraternity Council to withdraw its proposal that the new dormitory now being planned
be designated as substance-free housing." Is
The Tech now saying it doesn't want to hear
the opinions which the Interfraternity Council
has put forth on dormitory life? This stance is
rank with the stench of doublespeak, considering the fact that fraternity life has been subject
to the scrutiny of dorm residents and the
unwavering fiats of the MIT administration
for some months, and furthennore that The
Tech supports the order to house freshman in
dormitories.
The article later states that "The Tech worries that creating substance-free housing in the
dormitory system deprives the system's residents of choice." Again, if The Tech were
indeed concerned with the issue of "choice,"
as it so boldly claims, it would not support the
decision to deprive the class of 2005 of exactly that: the freedom to choose. I attend a college where I am incessantly told by propaganda executives that the student body comprises
a large fraction of the "leadership of tomorrow;" yet these "leaders of tomorrow" are
somehow incapable of making a rational
housing decision after they have come of age
and partake in legal adulthood.
The Tech also says, "It is the residents of a
dormitory, and not the administration, who
should make the choices involving the regulation of dormitory life." The Tech seems to forget the dormitory in question is being built
specifically to offset the overcrowding
brought on by housing all of the freshmen on
campus. In the year 2001, it will be the
administration, not the dormitory residents
(including then the entire freshman class),
deciding what the residents' home life will be
like. How can The Tech support an administrative fiat on one hand and turn around and
speak about the evils of substance-free housing?
If the solution is, as The Tech suggests, to
let the dorm residents choose their dormitory
setting, this must be extended to all MIT students, and we must realize that our previous
system, which began with what was entitled
"Residence and Orientation Week," was
indeed a beneficial system where all parties
involved were given a voice in where they
wished to live.
Finally, The Tech has the audacity to suggest the IFC is hindering the progress of the
housing debate and not being helpful enough,
after complaining about how the IFC was giving too much input on the new dormitory. I
see the call for substance-free housing as the
IFC's way of calling President Charles M.
Vest's bluff. Ifhe indeed perceives fraternities
as the source of underage drinking problems
on this campus, then by all means, he should
offer a safe haven from their influence. If the
issue were alcohol consumption, and not
Vest's empty posturing for the media, he
would indeed follow through with his claims
and create a dorm where alcohol would be
banned.
You may think I am perhaps angered
with Vest, and I am. In my mind, he is the
enemy of each and every one of us, for each
of us was allowed to choose where we
wished to spend our first year here. He has
shown me, through his actions, that he
would rather spit-shine
the boots of

reporters than hake the hands of his kindred. He spoke to u all in soothing tones
before stabbing us in the very midst of our
rush this year, and when caught between the
demands of the media and his loyalty to students who contribute to his paycheck, he
chose the path of betrayal for around 35 percent of our student body. His decision to
house freshmen on campus was and will be a
deliberate and calculated death blow to
many fraternities and independent living
groups on campus, whose hallowed halls
enshrine so many sacred memories of our
communities, both past and present.
As I write this, my eyes water at the
thought of my own home being emptied of
residents, a building which has housed for
over 30 years men whom I call "brothers." I,
for one, am not willing to be sacrificed quietly
simply to uphold the glittering whiteness of
President Vest's best politician smile, and I'll
be damned if the backwards opinion
expressed in an editorial will convince me
otherwise.
Phil B. Marfuta '01

IFC Argwnent
Severely Flawed
Kudos to The Tech for your excellent editorial on the Interfraternity Council's idea to
ban alcohol in ~he new donnitory ["Moving
Forward on Housing," Nov. 10]. As you correctly point out, substance-free housing is a
positive option and ough: to be provided by
subunits of dorms whose residents elect to
become alcohol-free. Serious flaws, however,
compel opposition to the IFC's proposal to
ban alcohol in an entire building of hundreds
of people.
The idea of a substance-free dorm is
severely misguided. Students cannot be
expected to choose their donn based primarily
on whether it is substance-free. A dorm is too
large a community on which to legislate a
Prohibition-style ban. Such a broad-ranging
ban is unlikely to work and could backfire by
driving alcohol consumption away from community support networks. The proposal is also
overly restrictive and uncreative. The MIT
community can do better.
The substance-free dorm proposal did not
end with the IFC. It has been brought to the
Undergraduate
Association, where the
Council is expected to vote on it next week.
As a UA Councilor, I hope that my colleagues
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on the Council will join me in voting to reject
this resolution. Then we will be able to put
this matter to rest and move on to more constructive proposals.
Jeremy D. Sher '99
UA Representative, ext House

Preserving

MIT's Hacks
I very much enjoyed the column by
Jennifer Chung '01 which appeared on
ovember 3 ["A Hackless Hall of Hacks?"]. I
heartily agree that hacks are an important
thread in the cultural fabric of the Institute
and have a place on campus. I also, contrary
to the impression given by the column, have
no intention of making the Museum "hackless".
The question is, where and how should
hacks be displayed and preserved? The MIT
Museum is evolving into a showcase for MIT
innovation - past, present, and future. It will
be a place for the wider community to find out
what MIT is all about. Hacks are an important
and refreshing example of MIT innovation,
but are only one of many. With all that is happening at MIT, we feel it would be unfair to
permanently devote a very large portion of
our limited gallery space to anyone facet of
Institute activity.
For now, the MIT Hall of Hacks is staying
right where it is and where it has been for the
past several years - at the MIT Museum.
Watch for a special Open House at the
Museum during Independent Activities Period
when we will be getting out all the hacks in
the Museum's collection and when we hope to
discuss the future with a cross-section of the
MIT community. I invite everyone with an
interest in this issue to participate. I hope that
with this, and other Museum activities, the
MIT community will want to get involved.
After all, it is MIT's museum.
Jane Pickering
Director, MIT Museum

Erratum
An article in Tuesday's issue of The
Tech ["Hundreds Miss Out on Lecture
by Gehry"] incorrectly spelled the
name of architect Frank O. Gehry.

Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express prior
approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once submitted,
all letters become property of The Tech. and will not be returned. The
Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure who
to contact, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu, and it will be
directed to the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the
World-Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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My Life as a Soldier
Doses

of

tmcture, Disdpline Make Freedom More Enjoyable

DawenChoy
Before I came to MIT in the fall of 1996, I
spent eight months in the Singaporean anny
undergoing basic infantry training and subsequently officer "Cadet training. I didn't do it
voluntarily;
rather, like every other male
Singaporean aged 18, I had to serve at least
o years in the military after graduating from
high school.
You can probably guess that, for someone
used to 18 years of a sedentary civilian life, in
the beginning I didn't quite enjoy the rigid
discipline and tough training conditions in the
army. Save for a few gung-ho types, I think,
neither did the thousands of other 18-year-old
draftees in my cohort.
Human beings being highly adaptable,
however, I guess the military training became
easier for all of us once the initial shock of
transition
began to wear off. We slowly
became accustomed, or more likely inured, to
sleeping only a few hours every night, eating
mass-produced meals at the cookhouse and
being kept on a grueling training regimen day
after day, week after week -- which, come to
think of it, isn't all that different from my life
now at MIT!
But looking back on my army days, I've
realized that although I had to endure a considerable amount of hardship in those eight
months, I also learned many valuable lessons
from the experience. Unless actively engaged
in war, an anny is in many ways really just a
big school where, besides learning the trade of
a soldier, one can acquire, among others, a
sense of personal discipline and responsibility,
.... an awareness of the importance of teamwork,
.and
an ethos of community over self. But
these are highbrow stuff; simpler lessons can
also be derived from being in the military.
One of the lessons I took away with me
was an appreciation for the basic things in
life; things we sometimes take for granted. It's
like that episode of Frasier when Niles
describes the look of pure happiness on the

destitute boy's face when he i handed a new
pair of shoes by the Salvation Army. After a
sweltering afternoon of intens training in the
field, even a drink of plain canteen water can
bring greater pleasure than dining at the Top
of the Hub restaurant on top of the Prudential
Tower. You can probably also deduce how the
extremely dilute cordial drink occa ionally
available during lunch, known affectionately
to us as 'colored water' because that's how it
really tasted, rai ed our spirits and lifted
morale after a morning of strenuous physical
training. Or how we would treasure a thorough bath at the end of a week of survival
training in the jungles of Brunei without food
and shelter.
I al 0 learned to appreciate nature while in
the anny, because in land-scarce Singapore,
about the only areas still untouched by urbanization are the military training ground .
Before I enlisted, I dido't even know natural
landscapes still existed, and not being much of
a 'nature' person I wouldn't have gone even if
I knew. It's amazing, however, how close you
begin to feel to nature when you're always
crawling on your belly through the mud,
prowling through thick primary forest in the
middle of the night or charging up a hill to
secure the top. We witnessed invigorating
sunrises while waiting at the rifle range for
our turn to shoot; we caught glimpses of the
myriad constellations of stars in the sky as we
conducted our night training. I would espeCially enjoy the many navigation exercises
where, after trekking several miles from
checkpoint to checkpoint, the final objective
was a hilltop where we could sit down and
savor a meal of field rations while we watched
the setting sun drop below the horizon. Many
have been so moved by the beauty of the surroundings that after finishing their military
service some would drive back to the training
areas with their girlfriends in the evening to
relish the view from one of the last few
untouched spots of nature in Singapore.
The brief stint in the anny was also enough
to teach me the value of freedom. Maybe we

MIT has what is generally recognized to
be the world's best school of planning - its
own Course XI, the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning. Academics and profes'sional planners both praise the department's
quality of instruction,
the curriculum's
breadth and flexibility, and the innovative
real-world tie-ins that accompany coursework.
Why, then, is the MIT administration constantly accused of not knowing how to plan its
way out of a wet paper bag? A school that
, uccessfully trains Peoria-bred liberal-arts
majors to be Saharan wastewater managers,
one reasons, should certainly be able to formulate its own campus master plan and carry
it out with the approval and support of the surrounding community.
Such is, as we know, not the case. To summarize the situation in the politest possible
way, the administration could use a couple of
lessons from its own planning department.
Some coursework in the areas of community
participation and consensus-building would be
quite helpful. Of the most immediate concern
is that MIT needs critical lessons in communication if it is to implement a ~aster plan in
cooperation with the student body - rather
than over students' objections.
As an example, consider the proposed new
undergraduate residence. A panoply of concerns surround this controversial project where it should be built, whom it should
house, how it should be arranged, apd so on.
But the major problem at present is not the
current extent of disagreement. It is that communication is so disorganized and confused
that vital messages and opinions are not being
heard. Three principal obstacles must be overcome to make possible clear, productive communication between the administration
and
the students.
The first obstacle is the fact that multiple
sources of news from within the administration make the project's details unclear, and
leave open the question of what really is going
on and who is in charge. President Charles M.
Vest, Chancellor Lawrence S. Bacow '72, the
MIT Planning Office, and others within the
administration have all independently provided infonnation about the project. There is no
one canonical
information
source; there
should be.

The Residence 2001 web site iSla good
first step toward centralization, but it is not
enough. The administration should designate
one person, perhaps Bacow (who, after all,
is a veteran DUSP professor), to be the official project representative.
All information
and publicity material should bear the representative's
imprimatur,
which should be
consistent and easily identifiable with the
project. Other administrators will still want
to discuss the project, and will still, no
doubt, be asked about it, but should defer as
much as possible to the representative.
If
there is only one, clearly identified source of
official information, it will greatly aid both
in understanding
and participation
among
students.
The second obstacle to be overcome is the

MIT would do better
to listen to its students than
to ignore them. Friction could
be replacedwith cooperation.
unhappy situation at present whereby opposing voices, instead of sparking much-needed
debate, are cancelling each other out. The
Undergraduate
Association
says this, the
Interfraternity
Council
says that, the
Graduate Student Council says the other, and
additional organizations chime in with their
own opinions. Often, even an individual
group fails to successfully
communicate
a
single message - the U A, for instance, is
forever making contradictory announcements
and proudly publishing survey statistics, but
struggles to clearly and simply say, "The VA
thinks X." As a result of all of this babble,
the administration
hears nothing coherent
from the students, and in order to get anything done, must proceed along its own
design.
It is easy to suspect that the administration
is clever enough to have deliberately engineered its "community participation" in such a
way as to produce exactly this kind of incoherent babble among students. The administration could then go ahead with its own
plans, ignoring students' complaints, because
it could rightly claim that it heard no coherent
objections. Whether the administration
did
actually intend this outcome or not doesn't
matter; if student groups do not overcome
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Striving
to Enjoy

were already fortunate enough to be allowed
to return home almost every weekend, but I
think that only made us cherish all the more
the temporary return to civilian life. We usually , booked-out" on Saturday afternoon and
Guest Column
had to "book-in" by Sunday night, giving us
Misha
V. Koshelev
on average only about 32 hours l'er week of
relief from the military, 32 precious hour in
which to do anything we wanted. Sundays I
A few days ago, a friend of mine asked me
would usually spend at home with my family,
for advice on homework for a music class she
recuperating from the strain of the previous
was taking. I listened to her problem but
couldn't immediately think of an answer. Just
week and preparing
for the next, but on
as I was about to leave, she said a phrase
Saturdays I would sometimes go out with
which really made me think: "It's too bad I
friends for a meal. Perhaps thi was al 0 when
can't devote as much time as I would like to
I developed a liking for parking myself at a
this class; I keep having to tell myself that it
cafe or restaurant with a novel and reading the
isn't that important."
afternoon away. It may not sound like much
I must admit that I have been at MIT for
now that I can do this anytime I want, but it
less than one semester, and may be completewas for me then a rare luxury that could only
ly wrong about this, but it seems to me that
be experienced during the weekends.
this response is a sign of a disturbing trend
In a way, I guess the restriction of our freewhich is present among at least most of the
dom during military service is an apposite
people I have met here, and which it seems is
way of educating
us about its price and
the root cause of many of the problems that
demonstrating in concrete tenns just what we
exist at MIT. All too often, people take tons of
were training so hard to protect. Like the air
classes which they don't enjoy and then begin
around us that we never notice until we don't
complaining about how overstressed they are
have any, perhaps the true value of something
and how few hours of sleep they are getting.
can only be revealed when it is taken away.
some sort of
I am taking a course on Defense Politics . They seem to be applying
"delayed gratification" principle to their studthis term, and during class a few weeks back
ies: "The less I enjoy myself now, the more I
the professor asked some of the attending milwill enjoy myself after I graduate and get a
itary fellows why they had joined the military.
I didn't voice my opinion then, but if I had,
good job."
My message to these people: "Wake up!" If
perhaps I would have said that I joined the
you are, for example, in Course VI, and you
military because I had a good time in the army
don't like most of the classes you are taking,
after all, despite the hardships suffered; that I
had learned a lot about life from my eight
what makes you think that after you graduate,
you will like the electrical engineering job that
months there .
Yes, you read me right -- even though I
was drafted involuntarily,
after about eight
months I accepted a scholarship from the Air
Force which allowed me to pursue my undergraduate studies first, after which I would
return to Singapore and serve the air force' for
eight years. Perhaps after having learned so
much from the military, I'm hoping to learn
more.

Classes

Designing a Better Planning Process
Guest Column
Eric 1. Plosky

THE TECH

their 0 n disorganization,
that is what will
happen.
Therefore, if students and the various student groups do want to participate in the planning process, and do want their opinions to
count, they must form one voice. Although
groups such as the VA, the GSC, and the IFC
have different opinions on the new residence
project (and most of the other projects in the
Planning Office's wings), they would do well
to identify common interests, negotiate a
mutually acceptable platform, and declare that
platform in chorus. Better still would be to
designate a single multi-group representative,
or to create an inter-group committee, to promulgate the platform. Student representatives
to the residence project's own steering committee might also accomplish that task again, providing that a single basic platform is
agreed upon between groups.
The final major obstacle to overcome, and
perhaps the most important one, is the incredible apathy prevalent on campus. The present
disarray over the residence project is encouraging apathy on the part of students who
might otherwise get involved in the matter,
but don't even know where to begin. The only
reason the current debate needs to be consolidated, and information centralized,
is that
most students, whether out of incapability or
plain laziness, simply do not know what is
going on. Reducing information streams, and
making them more manageable, might help to
galvanize students who are oblivious to the
current confusion but who just might hear and respond to - one or two loud, clear voices.
Why must these three obstacles be overcome? Why is clear comrrtunication between
students and the administration
vital to the
planning process? Because MIT would do better to listen to its students than to ignore them.
With the help and insight of students, MIT's
plans (for the new residence and for other projects) could be far better; friction between students and administrators
could be replaced
with cooperation.
Clear communication is a prerequisite for
productive community participation and good
planning. If we want to have beneficial planning conversations now and in the future, the
administration has to manage its information
more effectively from a single identifiable
source, and students need to refine their current cacophony of objections into one coherent voice.
Eric J. Plosky is a member of the Class of
1999.

All too often, people take tons of
classes they don't enjoy and
begin complaining about stress.
They seem to be applying some
sort of ((delayedgratification"
principle. My message to these
people is urnzke up!"

you will have? Of course, you can't possibly
expect to like the job if you fit such a profile.
Now, you can't possibly expect to like every
single class that you are taking (Circuits and
Electronics (6.002) would be a common example for Course VIers), but why not strive to be
taking as many enjoyable classes as possible?
Many consider humanities, arts, and social
science distribution classes to be the ultimate
chore. There is a lot of writing involved, so
many MIT students feel the classes can't possibly be any fun. In fact, most people seem to
choose their HASS-Ds with this view already
in mind. Specifically, most people choosing
HASS-Ds seem to have the following logic:
"If it's not going to be fun anyway, why bother trying to choose something that I really,
really like? Rather, I'll just choose something
that's kind of interesting and that will fit into
my schedule." And even if they do end up
with HASS-Ds that they find really enjoyable,
they tend to spend less time on them than they
would like to; after all, they think, these are
only HASS-Ds. Given this type of attitude, is
it any wonder that HASS-D professors complain that their students aren't really interested
in the course material?
In fact, this general trend seems to at least
be a contributing
factor to MIT's constant
alcohol "problems" and incidents. Namely, if
people don't like their classes and stress themselves out only to get a good grade doing
something that doesn't particularly interest
them, is it any wonder that they will turn to a
chemical substance such as alcohol to relieve
some of their stress? Imagine, however, a student who loves every single one of the classes
he or she is taking; would this student still feel
the need to consume gargantuan quantities of
alcohol? I severely doubt it.
Naturally, one must not take this idea to
the other extreme.: Sometimes it is inevitable
that a class required for graduation will be
really, really boring and completely uninteresting. And yet, one has to wonder if someone
on 72 units really has the time to enjoy any of
the classes he or she is taking, and what kind
of consequences
such a not-too:..uncommon
course load can lead to.
I have one more point to make. If you really do like most of the classes you are taking,
then for God's sake, stop complaining!

Misha V. Koshelev is a member of the
Class of 2002.
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The Wizard of
Cinematic equivalent of cotton candy
By Vladimir V. Zelevlnsky
STAFF REPORTER

Directed by Victor Fleming with uncredited
contributions from George Cukor. Norman
Taurog, Richard Thorpe. King Vidor
Written by Noel Langley, Florence Ryerson,
Edgar Allan Woolf, based on the novel by L.
FrankBaum
With Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, Margaret
Hamilton, Ray Bolger, Jack Haley. Bert Lahr
hat stereotypes
come to mind
first when you think of classical
films? Modest black-and-white
vi uals, slow pacing, a general
air of stateliness, classiness, and boredom,
right? Well, here's a case to the contrary:
The Wizard of Oz, the classic 1939 musical
based on the L. Frank Baum novel (first in a
long series), is a brightly-colored,
visually
bold, rapidly paced extravaganza,
full of
gaudy sets, outlandish costumes, and wayover-the-top acting.
ow, sixty years later, it
does feel
than, say,
by Victor
1939), but

very much dated (much more so
Gone with the Wind, also directed
Fleming
and also released
in
dated in a way one wouldn't quite

expect.
The story, which I'm sure you are familiar
with, concerns teenager Dorothy Gale (Judy
Garland), whose house is carried by a raging
tornado all the way from her Kansas farm to a
wondrous land called Oz. To get back, she
needs to reach the mysterious Wizard of Oz,
and on her way to his Emerald City Dorothy
is assisted
by a trio of local misfits:
Scarecrow, Tin Woodsman, and Cowardly
Lion. She is also menaced by the Wicked
Witch of the West.
After the first ten or so lazy minutes
where pretty much nothing happens (Dorothy
sings "Over the Rainbow," which, with the
exception of the opening line, is justly forgotten), the film launches its first set-piece, a
tornado over Kansas. This sequence is, I kid
you not, absolutely unbelievable, one of the
greatest instances of special effects on screen
(director Fleming and his uncredited
codirector George Cukor are also responsible
for another equally breathtaking sequence,
the dizzying ride through burning Atlanta in
Gone with the Wind). This is no Twister,
lacking telltale digital pixellation, with the
perfect color scheme (sepia-toned black and
white) for making the audience feel the dustfilled air swirling all around. The tight nonwidescreen frame makes the storm both pow-

erful and claustrophobic,
with doors and
trees being tom and tossed around with abandon.
Dorothy runs into the house, the tornado
rages, the house flie into the air, and The
Wizard of Oz takes a sharp turn to the wor e.
ot only do the special effects become lessthan-inspired, style is sacrificed for the ake of
cheap (and not very funny) joke. The house
plops down in the land of Oz, the film
explodes
in an avalanche
of gaudy
Technicolor, and I feel some vague discomfort, a disturbing feeling of deja vu. The first
cene in the land of Oz is a huge, no-holdsbarred parade, with music, marching, and a
multitude of Munchkins. The sets are lavish;
the costumes are outlandish; the colors are
psychedelic; the whole ambiance is truly out
of this world. And with this orgy of sights and
sounds on the screen, my discomfort increases. The visuals are so rich and thrown onto the
-----------------------------------------------------
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What tangled webs we weave for ourselves
By Vladimir V. Zelevlnsky
STAFF REPORTER

Directed by Roberto Benign;
Written by Vincenzo Cerami and Roberto
Benign;
With Roberto Benigni. Nicoletta Braschi,
Giorgio Cantarini
he multiply-hyphenate
Roberto
Benigni (actor-director-writer)
was
formerly known for his simplistic
comedies (Johnny the Toothpick, The
Monster), which combined verbal inventiveness with unabashed slapstick. A good deal of
people found them hilarious; I found them to
be a deplorable waste of talent on less-thaninspired stories. Now Benigni tries his hand
at something
much more ambitious,
and
proves that he's up to the task. Life is
Beautiful is a World War II tragicomedy and, despite the roughness in writing, quite a
remarkable film.
Life is Beautiful has a peculiar structure, so
a detailed analysis would requite divulging a
couple of major plot twists which take place
in the second half of the picture; if you have
read any other review of this film, you know
what I mean. But I honestly feel that watching

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Brasserie Jo
The tres chic French beer house
By Duangjai Samranvedhya
STAFF REPORTER

J 20 Huntington Avenue Boston (at the
Colonade Hotel)
phone 425-3240
rasserie Jo was opened this year by
Chef Jean Joho, who owns Brasserie Jo
Chicago, a James Beard Award winner.
Technically, a brasserie is a french beer
house, as opposed to a bistro, which is a casual
french cafe. But anything french is fancy here.
While the so-called french bistros around
Boston charge $20-30 for an entree, Brasserie
Jo is more of a Ires chic beer house.
The idea of Brasserie Jo is very much like
that of microbrew houses like the Brewmoon
in Harvard square or in the theatre district.

creen without anything remotely re embling
re traint, there's nothing for the eye to rest on;
the music is loud and boisterous, but is all in
the same endlessly repeating progression of
simplistic major keys.
Then appears the Good Witch Glinda
(Billie Burke), miling with a permanently
idiotic grin; I get instant saccharin overload,
and realize what is bothering me: The Wizard
of Oz is the cinematic equivalent of cotton
candy, something big and bright and neoncolored and sweet, which gives you toothache,
feels quite bland after a few minutes, and has
pretty much no nutritional value.
Of course, as cotton candy goes, this is
ome of the best. The visuals are varied and
rich, and two sequences are done very well:
The foreboding interior of the Wizard's ca tle, and the swooping swann of the Wicked
Witch's minions, which look very much like
flying monkeys. But every time the film does
something right, it follows it up with something as creative, but either insipid (the
ridiculous
conclusion
of the poppy field
sequence) or misplaced (the Cowardly Lion's
song, which occurs at perhaps the least
appropriate moment). To tell the truth, it is
hard to expect style and coherence from a

Brasserie Jo brews its own beers, and has spacious dining areas compared to the bar area.
The large dining area probably serves the
Colonade hotel guests. But the real difference
you will notice between a french bistro and
Brasserie Jo is the menu, a large, laminated,
one-page sheet, constructed like the menus
you would get at an American eating place
like Friendly's,
but containing
extensive
french fare. The food is highly influenced by
Chef Joho's Alsatian background-straightforward and simply prepared.
Brasserie
Jo Chicago's
James Beard
Award might have raised my expectations of
it's Boston little sister, but I did not find the
food all that spectacular, even though I went
there twice to give it a second chance. The
menu is the same for breakfast, lunch, and

it with as little prior knowledge as possible
will markedly increase your enjoyment. Thus,
I'd rather be oblique than revealing - please
bear with me.
The story starts in 1939, with the arrival of
Guido (Benigni) to a small Italian town.
Guido is Jewish, penniless, cheerful, and
wants to become a bookseller. He also wants
Dora (Nicoletta Braschi), a charming schoolteacher who literally falls into his arms. Soon
Guido starts wooing Dora using his greatest
asset: To put it simply, he's a liar, skillful and
talented, possessing the true liar's gift - he
believes his own lies himself. Guido the character - as well as Benigni the director/cowriter - rejoices in bending the world to his
will, making life truly beautiful.
And herein lies the main story of Life is
Beautiful: The human capacity to creatively
interpret the world, and Benigni' s take on this
capacity, which is decidedly complex. Not
only can it bring joy and romance, it can also
cause denial and madness. This split nature is
mirrored in the film's structure. It consists of
two parts, which are roughly equal in length
but diametrically opposed in tone. The film
starts as a gentle romantic comedy, replete
with pratfalls and Chaplinesque
slapstick;
dinner, although it's unbelievably extensive.
You cannot get the plat du jour until dinner,
and you will get a loaf of batard with seasoned julienned carrots instead of bread ~nd
butter. And while everything on the menu
looks good, not everything tastes that way.
If you like onion soup, order it. Not every
restaurant does onion soup right, but Brasserie
Jo does. They served the soup piping hot with
cheese on the top, the broth so sweet and the
onion so tender. I saw a table where everyone
ordered the onion soup-a cute picture to see.
Aside from lots of beer, including Hopla, an
Alsatian draft beer brewed under Chef Joho's
direction, a cold seafood platter, salad, appetizer, and entree, Brasserie Jo offers the plat du
jour-dish
ofthe day. Ordering the plat du jour
usually means you'll get a good dish. I really
wanted to try Saturday Beef Wellington (beef in
pastry puff) and Sunday Duck L'orange.
Instead, I got to try Tuesday Beef Tongue. Let's
just say it's different. It's certainly soft and tender, served with mashed potatoes, blanched
spinaches, and crispy fried shallot
I opted to try the escargot in melted butter

committee-made movie - and Wizard had a
grand total of five directors
and sixteen
screenwriters (thirteen of whom are uncredited).
The worst moment, of course, comes at the
very end, when Dorothy is forced to gaze with
dazed eyes directly into the camera and drone
about what she learned from her adventure.
This moral is so awful and dreary and reactionary and stupid, and so much doesn't work
with the rest of the movie, that I lost any kind
of emotional involvement I still had by that
point.
Yet still I'm glad I saw this movie - its
reputation as a classic is truly deserved. With
its high busiget, rich visuals, sacrifice of
meaning for the sake of style and sacrifice of
style for the sake of the moment, along with a
tedious last-minute attempt to turn the whole
thing into a message film, The Wizard of Oz is
a true predecessor of most modem Hollywood
movies, and perhaps the single most influential movie of the twentieth century. That's
why it feels so dated - every year hundreds
of movies operate in the same manner, and are
promptly forgotten before they are a year old.
The Wizard of Oz is certainly not forgotten
because it was first.
when evil enters the picture, it's only to be
satirized and ridiculed. But as time goes on, in
the second half Guido is again forced to lie
about the world around, not so much to placate his loved ones as to convince himself that
it's not happening. He refuses to believe the
horror surrounding him.
Unfortunately, the second half is less satisfying than the first, mos~ likely because it's
virtually plotless. While first hour worked as a
romance and thus had a clear story are, the
second hour is concerned with a situation
which is very much static, and the narrative
pull is much weaker. The climax is somewhat
disappointing as well, with a couple of sizable
plot holes.
But the overall impact is quite remarkable,
with all the wildly disparate elements combining into a cohesive whole. Benigni is also
assisted by excellent production design and
'musical.score
(Nicola Piovani, who also
scored sev'eral of the latest Fellini movies).
There are parallels with Fellini as well as with
Chaplin; Life is Beautiful has the small-town
charm and ambience of Amarcord and rapiersharp satire of The Great Dictator. It may feel
shocking to compare Benigni with two of the
greatest film directors, but the disparity is
explainable - I'm comparing him at his best
with middle-of-the-road films by the masters.
In any case, Life is Beautiful is certainly
worth your attention, and Miramax (the U.S.
distributor) perhaps does it a disservice by
advertising it as a feel-good movie. It's darker
- and better - than that.

and. herbs, and the shrimp bag. The escargot
was ok, but I was not really excited about it.
The shrimp bag made a big presentation on
the table as it came in paper-thin layers of
pastry sheets wrapped and twisted like a bag •
and sat on top of a bed of rice pilaf and yellow
.
sauce. The shrimps inside were rock shrimps
with mushrooms that tasted bland, and nothing went with the sauce. Forgive me if I don't
have the right palate for the shrimp bag, but I
do not recommend this dish.
Brasserie Jo is open all day and late into the
evening. The place features private/banquet
rooms for late night dining. The appetizers cost
from $4-8. The most expensive entree is $20,
although the average price is $15. Chances are
you can get a pretty good meal (appetizer,
entree, and dessert) for about $20, a pretty good
deal if you order the right dish at the right price.
Note though that a cup of plain coffee
costs $2.99, and the level of hospitality varies
from waiter to waiter. Lots of elderly people,
presumably with lots of money, dominate the
scene on Tuesday nights. Valet parking is
available.

What are YOU doing this weekend?
1. dinner
3. lecture
2. movie
4. play
Call Joel or Doug at 253-1541 for information on how you can have a
great time for FREE just by writing a review for The Tech!

,
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and 1:30 p.m.; "Asian, Egyptian,
and Classical Walks" begin at 11:30
a.m.;
"American
Painting
and
Decorative
Arts Walks" begin at
12:30 p.m.; "European Painting and
Decorative
Arts Walks" begin at
2:30 p.m.; Introductory
tours are
also offered Sat. at 11 a.m. and
1:30 p.m.

U Ie
Adioft
15 lansdowne St., Boston. Tickets:
423-NEXT.
Nov. 13: little Feat. 17.50.
Nov.
14: Goo
Goo Dolls
+
Athanaeum. $15.
Dec. 5: Strangefolk.
17.50.
Dec.
8: Jon
Spencer
Blues
Explosion. $12.

Sometv#,1e 11Jeatte
Tickets: 931-2000.
Nov. 19: Hot Tuna. $22.50.
TIHI 0rpIteum TlHllltre
Tickets: 423-NEXT.
Nov. 13: Joe Satriani.
$36, $25,
$17.50.
Nov. 15: Chris Isaak + Shawn
Mullins. $31, $23.50.
Nov. 20: Mary Chapin Carpenter +
Katie Curtis.
$33.50,
528.50,
$23.50.
Nov. 23: Ratdog + Alana Davis.
$26.50.
.
Dec. 5: The Tragically Hip + Cracker.
$20.
Dec. 11: Natalie Merchant. Sold out.
Dec. 12: Natalie Merchant.
$32,
$27.

PIUIIdlH Rock C'ub
Tickets: 423-NEXT.
Nov. 13: Saw Doctors.
Nov. 17: Men at Work + Lets go
Bowling.
Nov. 18: Half Cocked + The World Is
My Fuse
+ Scarlet
Haven
+
Driveway.
Nov. 20: Pat McGee + Hall's Corner
Band.
Nov. 27: Belizbeha.
Dec. 3: Great Big Sea + Eddie from
Ohio.
Dec. 4: Combustible Edison.
Dec. 8: Golden Smog + Josh Rouse.
Dec. 11: Helium.
Dec. 20: Saint Etienne.
The Middle East
Tickets:
864-EAST.
All shows
Downstairs (unless noted).
Nov. 13: Money Mark + Buffalo
Daughter.
Nov. 14: One Fell Swoop + Bloque +
Addison Groove Project + Ulu.
Nov. 16: Lydia Lunch + Peer Group +
Bourbon Princess.
Nov. 18: B-Side + Blazia Records &
ARl Hit Factory.

The Roxy
Tickets: 931-2000.
Nov. 14: Robert Hunter. $22.50.
Dec. 6: Buddy Guy. $22.50.
Dec. 9: Reverend Horton Heat +
Amazing Crowns + Flat Duo Jets.
$16.50.
Reet Center
Tickets: 931-2000.
Nov. 30, Dec. 2: Billy Joel. Sold out.
Dec. 7: Billy Joel. $39.50. On sale
11/14 at 10 am.
Dec. 31: Aerosmith. Sold out.
Worcester Centrum
Tickets: 931-2000.
Jan. 2: Aerosmith. $35.
Palladium (Worcester)
Tickets: 423-NEXT.
Nov. 21: Brian Setzer
$22.50.

A vveekly guide to the arts in Boston
November :13 - :19
Compiled by Joel M. Rosenberg
Send IUbmIssIons to ottethe-tech.mlt.edu or by Interdepartmental
Nov. 20-21: The Manhattans.
Nov. 23: Kendrick Oliver & The New
life Jazz Orchestra.
Nov. 24: Astral Project.
Nov. 25: Valerie Stephens.
Nov. 27-28: Larry Carlton.

Re6attaba,

TIHI Roxy
Tickets: 931-2000.
Dec. 28: GLove & Special Sauce +
Princes of Babylon. $17.50. On sale
11/14 at 10 am.

Orchestra.

Jazz Music
Sculler's Jazz Club
Tickets: 562-4111.
Nov. 13: Rebecca Parris & Steve
Marvin.
Nov. 17-18: The AI DiMeola Project.
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Tickets: 661-5000.
Nov. 13: James Cotton Quartet.
Nov. 14: Wallace Roney Quartet.
Nov. 17: Dane Vannatter Quartet.
Nov. 19: Bruce Katz QUintet.
Nov. 20-21: Donna Byrne Quartet &
Dave McKenna.
Nov. 24: Michael Weiss Quartet.
Harvard Epworth United Methodist
Church
Info: 253-8778
Nov. 14: Aardvark Jazz Orchestra.
$8.

World Music

Call 8764275 for more info.
Nov. 14: Mary Black. From Ireland.
Symphony Hall.
Nov. 21: Natalie Macmaster
Trio.
From Cape Breton.
Somerville
Theatre.
Dec. 6: Strike, directed by Sergei
Eisenstein, with live music by The
Alloy Orchestra. Somerville Theatre.

Classical
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Symphony Hall, 301 Massachusetts
Ave., Boston. 266-1492, 266-1200.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, 8
p.m.; Fridays, 1:30 p.m. $23-$71;
rush seats $7.50 day of concert, on
sale Fridays from 9 a.m., Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 5 p.m .. Free
tickets for MIT students
Tuesday
evenings and Friday afternoons. Call
638-9478 for ticket availability.
Nov. 18, 19, 20, 21, 24: Federico
Cortese,
conductor;
Dubravka
Tomsic, piano. Petrassi, Concerto
for Orchestra No.5;
Saint-Saens,
Piano Concert No.2; Mendelssohn,
Symphony No.3, •Scottish. '
Nov. 25, 27, 28, Dec. 1: Roberto
Abbado,
conductor;
Leif
Ove
Andsnes, piano. Schumann, Piano
Concerto; Mahler, Symphony No.1.

Film
Brattle Theatre
Info: 876-6837. Harvard Square.
Nov. 13: The Lady from Shanghai; 4,
6,8,10.
Nov. 14: The Lady from Shanghai; 2,
4,6,8,10.
Nov. 15: Mean Streets;
1, 3:15,
5:30, 7:45, 9:55.
Nov. 16: Virtue; 4:30, 7:30. Three

mall to "On The Town," The Tech, W2G-483.
Curtain is at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
through
Thursday,
at 8 p.m. on
Friday, at 2 and 8 p.m. on Saturday,
and at 2 on Sunday. Tix $10 to
$49.50; $5 discount for seniors and
students with 10.

Wise Girls; 6, 9.
Nov.
7: Pather Panchali;
7:30,
9:45. Caroline Alexander speaks at
5:30.
Nov. 18: Pi; 4:30, 8. Six String
Samurai; 6:10, 9:40.
Nov. 19: Belle de Jour; 3:45, 7:45.
Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie;
5:45,9:45.
Nov. 20: Don't Look Now; 3:15,
5:30, 7:45, 10.

Exhibits
Compute, Museum
300 Congress St., Boston. (4236758
or 426-2800),
D~ily, 10
a.m.-6 p.m. Admission $7, $5 for
students and seniors, free for children under 5. Half-price admission
on Sun. from 3-5 p.m. Tours daily of
"Walk Through Computer 2000," a
working two-story model of a PC. The
world's only computer museum; features a collection of Vintage computers and robots with over 150 handson exhibits illustrating the evolution,
use, and impact
of computers.
Featured
exhibits
include:
"The
Hacker's Garage," a recreation of a
'70s hacker's
garage with such
items as an Apple I and Pong; "The
Networked
Planet: Traveling
the
Information Highway," an electronic
tour of the Internet;
"Robots and
Other Smart Machines," an interactive exhibition of artificial intelligence
and robots;
"Tools & Toys: The
Amazing
Personal
Computer";
"People and Computers: Milestones
of a Revolution," explores a number
of ways computers impact everyday
life. In the Smart Machines lheater
a multi-media show features NASA's
Mars Rover, R2-D2, Shakey, Sea
Rover, and other robots. Through
Nov. 30:
"Wizards
and Their
Wonders: Portraits in Computing."
Ongoing: "Virtual FishTank."

Theater
Blue Man Group
It would be difficult and unfair to catalogue fully the antics of the Drama
Desk Award-winning trio of cobaltpainted bald pates. They begin their
delightful and deafening evening of
anti-performance
art beating drums
that are also deep buckets of paint,
so that sprays of color jump from
,the instruments
like breaking surf,
and end by engulfing the spectatorship in tangles of toilet paper. Go
experience it.
Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston, indefinitely. Curtain
is at 8 p.m. on Wednesday
and
Thursday, at 7 and 10 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and at 3 and 6 p.m.
on Sunday. Tickets $35 to $45. Call
426-6912
for tickets and information on how to see the show for free
by ushering.
Shear Madness
The dramatis personae of this audience-participation whodunit continue
to comb Newbury Street for the murderer of a classical pianist who lived
over the unisex hair salon where the
show is set.
Charles
Playhouse
Stage II, 74
Warrenton
Street,
Boston (4265225), indefinitely.
Curtain is at 8
p.m. Tuesday through Friday, at 6:30
and 9:30 p.m. on Saturday, and at 3
and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
$30 to $34.

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
280 The Fenway, Boston.
(5661401), Tues.-Sun. 11 a'.m.-5 p.m.
Admission $10, $7 for seniors, $5
for students with 10 ($3 on Wed.),.
free for children under 18.
The museum, built in the style of a
15th-century Venetian palace, houses more than 2500 art objects, with
emphasis
on Italian Renaissance
and 17th-century
Dutch works.
Among the highlights are works by
Rembrandt,
Botticelli,
Raphael,
Titian, and Whistler. Guided tours
given Fridays at 2:30 p.m.

Jitney
The Huntington
Theatre Company
continues
its association
with
Pulitzer Prize winner August Wilson
with the Boston premiere of Wilson's
early play "set amidst a group of
unlicensed
cab drivers
scraping
together a living in Pittsburgh's Hill
District in 1977." The play "tells the
moving story of Becker, the hardworking boss of the jitney station,
and Booster,
his estranged
son.
Upon his release from a 20-year
prison sentence, Booster returns to
the Hill District
to piece his life
together
and reconcile
with his
father."
Marian McClinton
directs
the production, which is being presented in association
with Center
Stage of Baltimore.
At the Boston University
Theatre,
264 Huntington
Avenue,
Boston
(266-0800),
through November 22.

Museum of Rne Arts
465 Huntington Ave., Boston. (2679300), Mon.-Tues.,
10 a.m.-4:45
p.m.; Wed., 10 a.m.-9:45
p.m.;
Thurs.-Fri.,
10 a.m.-5
p.m.;
Sat.-Sun., 10 a.m.-5:45
p.m. West
Wing open Thurs.-Fri.
until 9:45
p.m. Admission free with MIT IDJ othand
erwise $10, $8 for students
seniors, children under 17 free; $2
after 5 p.m. Thurs.-Fri.,
free Wed.
after 4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.: introductory walks through
all collections begin at 10:30 a.m.

Permanent
Gallery Installations:
"Late Gothic Gallery," featuring a
restored 15th-century stained glass
window from Hampton Court, 14thand 15th-century stone, alabaster,
and polychrome
wood sculptures
from France and the Netherlands;
"Mummy Mask Gallery," a newly renovated Egyptian gallery, features
primitive masks dating from as far
back as 2500 B.C.; "European
Decorative Arts from 1950 to the
Present";
"John Singer Sargent:
Studies for MFA and Boston Public
Library Murals."
Exhibitions:
Through
Dec. 27:
"Monet in the Twentieth Century."
$5 with
valid
MIT student
10
Monday-Friday noon-closing. Grand
Design admission
$13, $11 for
seniors and students, free for children. Ongoing: "Beyond the Screen:
Chinese Furniture of the 16th and
17th Centuries"; "The Art of Africa,
Oceana, and the Ancient Americas";
"Egyptian Funerary Arts and Ancient
Near East Galleries." - Gallery lectures are free with museum admission. Sat.: at noon, "Greek and
Etruscan Gold," presented by David
Austin.
Wed.: at 6 p.m., "19thCentury American Art," presented by
Pamela Kachurin.
Wed.: at 6:30
p.m.,
"Introductory
Tour of the
Galleries in Russian," presented by
Nikolay Guyetsky.
Thurs.:
at 11
a.m., "Unwrapping
the Mummies
and the Ancient Near East," presented by Rita Freed.
Museum

of Science

Science Park, Boston. (723-2500),
Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri., 9 a.m.-9
p.m.;
Sat.-Sun.,
9 a.m.-5
p.m.
Admission free with MIT 10, otherwise $9, $7 for children 3-14 and
seniors.
The Museum features the theater of
electricity (with indoor thunder-andlightning shows daily) and more than
600 hands-on exhibits.
Ongoing:
"Discovery Center"; "Investigate!
A
See-For-Yourself Exhibit"; "Welcome
to the Universe." Ongoing: "Seeing
Is Deceiving."
Admission to Omni, laser, and planetarium shows is $7.50, $5.50 for
children and seniors. Now showing:
"Laser Beastie Boys," Thurs.-Sat.,
9:15 p.m.; "Laser Dark Side of the
Moon," Thurs.-Sat., 8 p.m.; "Laser
Space Odyssey," Daily, 5:30 p.m.;
"laser
Floyd's Wall," Fri.-Sat.
at
10:30 p.m.; "Laser Metallica," Sun.,
9:15 p.m.; "Laser Nirvana," Sun., 8
p.m.; "Laser Beatles," Mon.-Wed.,
7:30
p.m.
Planetarium
shows
include "Life and Death of the Sun."
Swatch Museum
57 JFK St., Cambridge.
Mon.-Sat.,
10 a.m.-8
noon-5 p.m.

(864-1227),
p.m.; Sun.,

Ongoing: Swatch watches by Keith
Haring,
Christian
LaCroix,
Sam
Francis, and others.

SHELL INTERNATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
We are looking for exceptional
personal commitment

students with a fine balance

of business acumen. intellectual agility and

the qualities that distinguish the gOQd from the excellent.

In return, we offer a trUly international

future -

varied, stimulating, and intellectually

challenging.

So, if you consider that you have these qualities, we are keen to talk to you.
We will consider any degree subject for a career in Commercial Management
numerate/scientific degree for a career in Exploration. and Production.

and any

We are interested in international students of any nationality. USnationals, however, should apply direct to
Shell Services International, CSRC/5 910 Louisiana Street, Houston Texas 77002.
To be considered for interview, please send your cv bye-mail
GiII.L.Young@si.shell.c.om

or FAX -

to

44-171-934-7606.

Open Presentation will be held on Monday,

16th November at 6:00 p.m. in

Room 4-153 on the'MlT campus.
Scheduleo interviews will be held on the 17th and 18th November in the MIT •
Career Services Center.
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Mac C usters

en,

Multimedia Void
By SanJay Basu
STAFF REPORTER

Two Macintosh computer clusters designed to provide the MIT
community with modern multimedia software opened recently.
Since most multimedia software
is Macintosh- and PC- based, the
Academic Computing Center chose
to avoid UNIX-based systems when
creating the two new clusters, called
the
ew
Media
Centers.
Macintoshes were chosen because
of the graphics emphasis of the programs used in the clusters, according to Center
Director
Kate
Livingston.
"Our basic goal was to fill a
niche Athena failed to provide,"
Livingston said. "Though Athena
has strength, it lacks multimedia
capabilities."
The larger of the two computer
labs, located in Room 26-139, is
now being used as both a classroom
and as an open cluster for students
who need to use media-based software. The cluster features 13 Power
Macintosh G3-class workstations
with Zip and CD-ROM drives, a
quality color scanner, a video digitizing system, and a laser printer.
The other facility is located next
to the Academic Computing office
in Building N42.
Since the larger cluster is also
used as a classroom,
Livingston
added an instructor's
workstation
connected to a stereo sound system,
LCD projector, and VCR.
Students, faculty, and teaching
assistants can use any of the workstations
after 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and after I p.m. on
Sunday.
"This larger cluster is primarily
for student use," Livingston said.
"The smaller cluster in N42 is used
mostly by professors and TA's."

The
42 cluster,
called the
Development Lab, has four Power
Macintosh computers, a scanner and
a video digitizer.
Students must
make appointments
to use this
smaller center.
Both clusters have media software including
Adobe Acrobat,
Premiere, After Effects, Photoshop,
Pagemaker, Illustrator, Macromedia
Director, and SoundEdit.
Students can use the workstations to do everything from recording on CDs to "screen-grabbing"
images from videotapes.
Cluster is a consortium

project

Wanted

Get Paid To Party!!!!! Festive Events
is looking for outgoing
people to
learn DJ entertaining.
Great source
of extra cash. Full training provided!
Must have car. Must be available
weekends.
Call 1-508-881-1095
for
more info.

Make Your Own Schedule! Seeking
part-time person to help with phones
and filing. Candidate should be available 15-20 hours per week between
the hours

of 8:30

p.m. This position
contact

,

EARN UP TO $480.00jMONTH!!
Healthy
men needed
as sperm
donors. Must be 5'9" or taller, ages
19-39. Call California Cryobank to
see if you qualify @ (617) 497-8646!
Tutor needed to teach CHINESE for
11 year old child.
1-2 times per
week. Some travel necessary. Good
Pay. Please call (781) 837-7608.
Work with Kids, Learn to Teach
Gain experience
planning lessons
and teaching pre-teens in afterschool
academic enrichment programs. Join
AmeriCorps and earn a scholarship
plus a stipend by helping others.
Perfect for Urban Studies students.
Call Cambridge Community Services.
876-5214.
Visual C++ Programmers Wanted.
Work at school or our office. Exciting
Global Positioning System software.
Salary negotiable, full or part-time.
www.teletype.com/gps
, call Ed
Friedman. 734-9700.
Email resume
to ed@teletype.com.

a.m.

and 5:00

starts

at $8.00

per hour. Interested

parties

Andrea

please

Lichty

at

Edited

and

617.876.1040

.Servlces

Offered

Research

Papers

Corrected

by Harvard

Professional

INTERFAX LINGUISTIC
tel/fax: (617) 566-1112

SERVICES

• Travel
SPRING
Nassau
Acapulco

BREAK

*

*

99!

Cancun

*

Jamaica
* Mazatlan *
Bahamas Cruise * Florida

*

South Padre Travel Free and make
lots of Cash! Top reps are offered
full-time

staff

Guaranteed.

jobs.

Lowest

price

Call now for details!

www.classtravel.com

800/838-6411

930 Comm Ave South, On BU's West
Campus
#1. Spring

Break Specials!

Book

Early & Receive a Free Meal Plan!!!
Programmer Needed Startup company is seeking a skilled Visual Basic
programmer
for development
of a
commercial
application.
Must be
familiar
with VB 5.0 Professional
Edition and be able to create a backend database
using DAO objects.
Working from home in your free time
is encouraged.
The position is for
one 300 hour project with potential
for longer term employment.
Highly
motivated
candidates
only need
apply. Interested applicants should
send resume via e-mail to mattdmd@Yahoo.com.

• Information
Confidential
HIV and Sexually
Transmitted
Disease testing and
treatment in private medical office.
See www.robertaylormd.com.
617232-1459. Brookline.

Cancun & Jamaica

$399,

$459. Panama City $99.

Bahamas
1-800-234-

700
7
www.endlesssummertours.com
SPRING BREAK '99
Cancun
&
Bahamas: Sign up now and get FREE
Meals/Drinks!
Florida, Jamaica and
South Padre available! Sell trips and
travel free!

Call for free brochure 1

(888) 777-4642.
Call now for best SPRING BREAK
prices to South Padre (Free Meals),
Cancun. Jamaica. Key West, Panama
City. Reps needed ...
Travel Free.
Earn Cash.
6+.

Group Discount Rates for

www.leisuretours.com/800-

838-8203.

For 30 ways to hdp the environment,

3400 International Drive,~

write Earth Share,

Suite 2K (AD4),

Washington, DC 20008.
This space donated by The Tech

.• Friendly S HefpfU
• AffiI'dable
• Avaitable Anytime

•...

(at

I~'

Earth Share

'PI CI\1lUS bal*sIIn)

•••••

11' ••• '.( ..

:..~-:..~~..:.1c:

Fresh and Dn sale

I'm new in town, do you know where I can gBt
some Imh

Livingston and other members of
the center decided to make the clusters Macintosh-based
primarily
because of joining the New Media
Centers Consortium in Spring 1997.
The consortium is a non-profit
organization which works to integrate media-based software into corporations and institutes of higher
learning.
"We work to 'evangelize' multimedia," Livingston said.
"By joining the consortium, we
can provide microcomputer-based
multimedia to students and faculty
while sharing our expertise," she
said.
"We also get discounts on multimedia software," she said.
The center is also planning to
teach students how to use multimedia software during Independent
Activities
Period. The center's
events will include courses ranging
from web page improvement to digital video editing.
"In addition to providing these
lAP services, we hope to upgrade
our digital video capabilities,"
Livingston said. "We're hoping that
people will make the most of these
facilities."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
.Help

It's a connected world.
Do your share.
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\USh: and good dancing shoes?

Features the fresh hit,
"The Impression That I Get."

----

With those toes,
I'd forget about the shoes.
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C arges
ot Brought to 1lial
any

US

Rush, from Page I
through on many of the violations,
Dreger aid. "Does the hou e want
to go through the trouble of going to
trial?"
As i tant Dean of Re idence
Life and
tudent Life Program
eal H. Dorow, who erve
a
advi er to fratemities, sororities, and
independent living groups, said, "It
doesn't seem that we have the same
scale of violation "a
in previou
years. "People aren't as mad after
nlsh."
Although many of the violations
never end up getting prosecuted,
Dreger aid that Judcomm would
take over pro ecutmg any" erious"
violation even if the initial hou e
choose
to drop the charge. "It's
only on the minor ca es that a house
will normally
prosecute
themelves."
In addition,
many charges
brought on by Judcomm it elf were
dealt with through
Executive
Review, which is a "plea bargaining
proce s," Dreger said. In this event,
when a house doesn't dispute the
facts, the IFC Executive Committee
essentially set the punishment in a
closed forum. Most cases handled
under Executive Review involve

violations of the Clearinghou e system which track fre hmen during
rush.
Full trial are generally open to
the public, and their results are
relea ed to the pub Ii .
Hardacre declined to comment
on how many complaints were initially filed, and how many had been
re olved to date.
Hou e report few violation
Official
in fratemitie , sororities, and independent living groups
yesterday reported fe'v\ violations
pending.
Phi Beta Epsilon currently has a
"\ery minor violation"
pending
against It, said Pre ident Michael
W. Li '99. "If we had one [against
the prosecuting house], we might
have pursued that."
Beta Theta Pi Rush Chair Robert
. Tunick said, "I get the impre sion that a lot of the serious violations weren't pressed," adding that
another fraternity decided not to
prosecute Beta upon hearing that
Beta wasn't planning to press any
charges against it.
Bretl
A ltschul
and Susan
Buchman contributed to the reporting of this story.

AMERICA'S FUTURE

UNITED STATES NAVY
SERVING AMERICA TwICE
1-800-USA-NA VY

www.navyjobs.com
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Mark Small captivates the audience with his performance of Dvorak's "Four Romantic Pieces" in
the MIT chapel Thursday.

This space donated by The Tech

Your Body is a
Beautiful Responsibility
IICheck It Out"

1yearold,1991

2 years old, 1992
..,;.;.~::::

Breast Health
Awareness Program
Monday, November 16
MIT Room 1-190
7:00 pm
Sponsored by: Alpha Epsilon Phi, MIT Hillel,
Women's Collective, MIT Medical Department,
Hadassah, and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
with support from Jewish Student Projects of Boston

For more Information, contact MIT Hillel
253-2982, hlllel@mltedu

Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23, 1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
Ifyou don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

um:I'i/',!tl:;.,J'jjlj;:j't11;iINJj]i@i:1
u.s.

Deparlment of Transpot1ation

This space donated by The Tech
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JobTrakRe
Jobs, from Page 1
advertising through JobTrak.
Many students and recruiters
found it is a good idea not to trust
JobTrak
and opt to confirm
appointments outside the system. If
the student takes this initiative, it is
"always a plus" in the recruiters'

Page 11

___e Submission Program Dismays Many
eyes, aid a Fluor Daniel recruiter.
Many tudents said they have
found direct calls to companies a
neces ity, but few expected not to
have to complement the automated
process.
In addition, becau e of the ease
of submitting
resumes
using
JobTrak, many students apply to

more companies than they would
otherwi e. ubmitting a resume in
JobTrak is as easy a clicking on a
box.
"I felt bad, because I didn't
really know the companies well,"
admitted one tudent.
Thi approach is logical from
students' point of view but results
in an unwarranted
amount
of
screening on the reviewers'
end,
said recruiter Peter Cahill, who

Easter 1987, Age 5

schools are more often noticed by
prospective employers.
JobTrak
also
makes
the
earch/interview process more rigid
and impersonal than conventional
paper systems, said recruiter Mary
Laberrie.
Laberrie said she would like to
be able to schedule interviews for
half her allotted interview time and
leave the rest of the day more open,
but JobTrak leaves no such option.

wished there were more time to
spend on each resume.
tudents
have also voiced
concern over the lack of flexibility
in designing one's resume using
JobTraka point raised by the
UA's
motion.
Formatting
is
possible, but the system - which
resembles HTML - is limited and,
students claimed, a bother to learn.
orne suggested
that
betterformatted
resumes
from other

Easter 1989, Age 7

Easter 1988, Age 6

Larien Lea Denham.
Killed by a drunk driver an Good Friday, March 29,1991, at
College Park Drive and Hwy19 North in Meridian, Miss.

..

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes .

.

CONNIE LV-THE

TECI!

Mary (Kortney Adams G) violently shrugs off Harold's (Shaun
Neumann '01) hands in Dramashop's "Rose Leaves."

~

r:trI
~~

U.S. Department of Transportation

This space donated by The Tech

Burchard Scholars Program
All MIT Juniors and Sophomores
The 1999 Burchard Scholars Program Is Now Accepting

Applications

The Burchard Scholars Program brings together distinguished members of
the MIT faculty and promising juniors and sophomores who have
demonstrated excellence in some aspect of the humanities, arts, and
social sciences. 25 Burchard Scholars are invited to a series of dinnerseminars throughout the year to discuss topics of current research or
interest by faculty members, visiting scholars, and Burchard Scholars. The
1999 program begins in February.
For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, SHSS,E51-255
(x3-3450) or the HASSInformation Office, 14N-408 (x3-4443).
Application Deadline: Tuesday, December 1, 1998

Sponsored by the Dean's Office/ School of Humanities and Social Science
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lechCalendar appears In each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the Mil community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information. and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses. including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact Information for all events Is available from the lechCalendar web page.

V sit and add
Friday'

vent

to TechCalendar online

Even

6:00 - 10:00 p.m. - Dance Fun~Ral
r for Hurricane
I ch V ctlms. Dance lessons in
country line (&7 p.m.), tango (7-8 p.m.), swing (8--9 p.m.) and salsa (9-10 p.m.). Have
fun for a good cause! Bldg. 13. Sponsor: Central American Club of MIT.
8:00 p.m. - Student Written One- ct Plays. Original student-written
ed plays. Kresge Little Theater. Sponsor: Dramashop.

and student-direct-

8:00 p.m. - Fiddler on the Roof. Admission $9, $8 MIT faculty & staff, sr citizens, other
students, $6 MIT students. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild.
8:00 p.m. - MIT Guest Artist Concert: Coolidge Str ng Quartet. Mozart, Quartet in F
Major, K. 590; D. Shostakovich, String Quartet No. 10; R. Edwards, Enyato I; Brahms,
Quartet in Bb Major, Op. 67. Kresge Auditorium.
9:00 p.m. - Potluck Performance Art Party. AKA show+tell. Bring video, poetry, slides,
anything to read, show, perform and/or consume. Admission $4.00. Room N52-115.
Saturday's

Even

2:00 p.m. - German Language Gallery Walk-Through. Curatorial Assistant Sabrina
Detmar leads a walk-through, in German, of Matthias Mansen: About the House, on
view at the List Visual Arts Center Oct 9-Dec 27. List Visual Arts Center.
7:00 p.m. - Armageddon. An asteroid the size of Texas is on a collision course with
Earth, and only 18 days remain to impact. 2 hours 24 minutes. Admission $2.50.
Room 2&100. Sponsor: LSC.

ec Cae

ar

at http://tech-ca/enda,.mlt.edu

7:30 p.m. - MITJWellesley Toons Concert. The pop a cappella group from MIT and
Wellesley College performs funkadelic rhythms and ethereal harmonies. Room &120.
Sponsor: Toons.
7:30 p.m. - MIT Muses Fall Concert. MIl's all-women a cappella ensemble. With guest
groups TBA. Room 10-250. Sponsor: Muses.
8:00 p.m. - Student Written On.Act Plays. Original student-written
ed plays. Kresge Little Theater. Sponsor: Dramashop. .

8:00 p.m. - FIddle, on the Roof. Admission $9, $8 MIT faculty & staff, sr citizens, other
students, $6 MIT students. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild.
10:30 p.m. - Armageddon. An asteroid the size of Texas is on a collision course with
Earth, and only 18 days remain to impact. 2 hours 24 minutes. Admission 2.50. 2&
100. Sponsor: LSC.
Sunday's Events
4:00 p.m. - Anupama Sharma, sarod. With TBA, tabla. Admission $15, $12 MITHAS
and NEHT members and non-MIT students. Bldg. E51, Wong Auditorium. Sponsor:
MITHAS with the New England Hindu Temple.
5:30 p.m. - Paulo Belllnatiin Concert. One of Brazil's greatest contemporary guitarists.
Admission $3.00. Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Brazilian Students Association.
8:00 p.m. - Fiddle, on the Roof. Admission $9, $8 MIT faculty & staff, sr citizens, other
students, $6 MIT students. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical Theatre Guild.
10:00 p.m. - Annageddon. An asteroid the size of Texas is on a collision course with
Earth, and only 18 days remain to impact. 2 hours 24 minutes. Admission 2.50. 2&
100. Sponsor: LSC.
Monday's Events
3:00 - 5:30 p.m. - MIT Writers series: Joan BoIker. The clinical psychologist/cofounder of
the Harvard Writing Center reads from her book, Writing Your Dissertation in 15 Minutes
A Day: A Guide to Starting, Revising, and Finishing your Doctoral Thesis. Room &120.

your source for on-campus events!

4:00 p.m. - authors Omit: Mike Davis. The MacArthur Fellow and author of the awardwinning City of Quartz talks about his new book The Ecology of Fear (Henry Holt). Room
TBA. Sponso : authors@mit.

Want to let people know about
your group's activity? Check out

http:;/tech-calendar.mil.edu
and add your own events. They'll be on the
web page until the event happens, and published in The Tech every Tuesday and Friday.

7:00 - 8:00 p.m. - Monday LEM Bible Study. Join our weekly exploration of the Gospel
of Luke. You don't need to be a regUlar - come as you are able. Pizza and soda will
nourish your body while the word nourishes your soul. Religious Activities Center,
downstairs. Sponsor: Lutheran-Episcopal Ministry.
8:00 p.m. - UA Council Meeting. Undergraduate Association general body meeting
where we discuss upcoming events, important decisions and action items for the UA
to work on. Student Center, Room 400. Sponsor: Undergraduate Association.
Tuesday'S Events
6:30 p.m. - The Next Modern Architecture. Lecture by William A. McDonough, dean,
University of Virginia. Room 10-250. Sponsor: Department of Architecture.
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Seeking submissions of black and white
photographs for the fall edition

253-1541 OR LEAVE YOUR PICTURES IN AN ENVELOPE LABELED "GALLERY" AT THE TECH'S
ROOM 483. DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15,1998 . ANY QyESTIONS?
E-MAIL CSANYI@MIT.EDU

CALL GABOR, GREG OR REBECCA AT
STUDENT

CENTER,

THE UPCOMING EDITION

OF THE TECH GALLERY IS SUPPORTED IN PART BY THE COUNCIL

OFFICE,
.

FOR THE ARTS AND TECHNIQUE.
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difference.

to navigate, he aid. The media'
role as gatekeeper
i e panded,
and the pararn ters are no longer
dictated.
Fi mer gave examples
of
'new" u
for technology
in
online journalism.
ith a omputr imulation.
people can learn
through experienc
while te ting
theories in their own way ,he aid.
hen asked if he was concerned
bout preventing
erroneou
and
misleading information being preented, he as erted that olutions
such as sharing
ource code are
implemented.
During a question-and-answer
period following presentations by
the three speakers, the audience
brought up issues such as the new
role of the media as a moderator
between is ues and people, the contributions of Internet journalism
through immediate news and bringing people together through online
journalism.
The lecture is p~rt of a larger
project called Media in Transition.
Literature
Professor
David
Thorburn planned a sequence of
forums, symposiums, and lectures
on journalism in transition.

This space donated by The Tech

http://www.ce.columbia.edu
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GREG KUHNEN-THE TECH

Ingrid Volkmer of the University of Augsburg, Gennany .. wars a question about the spread of different:
journalistic perspecttves by media on the Intemet during the second journalism
and Cyberspace forum
held In Bartos Theater yesterday.

Study broad
Visiting Students
Summer Session
For Study Abroad:

Visiting Students
If you need more reason<;to be in ew York
Columhia University can provide them!

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild proudly

Summer Session '99

e-mail:

~

You ju.<;t mi<;.<;e<)
our best summer ever-but it:<;
not too early to plan for 1999! Bulletin av-dilable
Fehruary '99-reserve yoUTS today.

Fiddler on the Roof

Study Abroad

For other programs:
e-mail:
spinfo@columbia.edu

Book by Joseph Stein
Music by Jerry Bock
Lyrics by Sheldon Hamick

• Columhia University in Pari.<;• Berlin
Consortium for German Studies • Summer
Program in Italy (S<:andiano) • Summer Program
in Beijing.

o,ntinuing Education & Special Programs

:====::==:::::::::::::::::::=============_=-=--:1

presents:

where

when

La Sala de Puerto Rico in MIT Stratton Student Center
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

November 13 and 14 at 8:00pm; November 15 at 2:00pm
November 19,20, and 21 at 8:00pm

infomuJtionlreservations:

tickets

call 617-253-6294
email mtg-tickets@mit.edu
or visit our web site http://web.mit.edu/mtglwww/

$6 MIT & Wellesley students
$8 MIT faculty & staff, senior citizens, other students
$9 general public

Group rates available in advance

( andra ekha

o

& Company

U.S.Premiere of:

Raga: In Search

of Femininity
"One of the most
energetic dancers
of our time."
-India Today

Information is a moving target.
If you're planning to trade valuable time and resources for a graduate degree in this growing new
field, you need one that will keep
you ahead of the curve.
A graduate degree from' the
University of Michigan's School of
Information prepares you to lead
the future of information systems and
services throughout all segments of
society.
In our dynamic, two-year master's
program, students from diverse academic backgrounds like humanities,

Scho
.

I f I f

o?

n o~~

tIon

University of Michigan
734.763.2285

computers, social sciences, and math
gain direct access to our world-elass
faculty and facilities. With leading-edge specializations - Human Computer Interaction; Archives and Records Management; Information
Economics,
Management and Policy; and library and Information Services you can tailor your studies and practical experience to excel in the digital age. And, our innovative doctoral program trains you for a research career in this fast-paced
discipline.

Graduate Studies in Information

www.si.umich.edu
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JPMorgan
and the

SLOAN UNDERGRADUATE

MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

cordially invite MIT students to a special presentatipn

DEMYSTIFYING
INVESTMENT BANKING
A presentation and round table discussion with
J.P. Morgan Investment Bankers

Stephen Berenson, Managing Director, Telecom
Christopher Selden, Analyst, Media & Technology
Kevin P O'Keefe, Analyst, Financial Sponsors
Laura A Lee, Analyst, Global Credit
Dan A AI-Bader, Analyst, Natural Resources
Alejandro Manzo, Analyst, Latin America M&A

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

16, 1998

6:00 PM
LOCATION: 10-250
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

SUMA.MIT.EDU
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Men's And Women's Swimmers Equestrians Perform
Dominate Opponents at eet Well at Recent Show
By David Chatwln
TEAM MEMBER

The men's and women's swim
teams, under the helm of Maryellen
McLaughlin,
started their eason
thi past Saturday at the Charlie
Batterman Relays. Ho t Wheaton
College and MIT were joined by
teams from Bentley College and
Tuft University.
The beginning of the meet was
marred by a malfunction in the starting system which caused the false
start signal to sound inadvertently.
This caused some confusion in the
women's
4x50 medley
relay.
Several swimmers, including MIT's
own Lauren Erb '0 I, stopped in the
middle of the pool expecting
a
restart; however, the race was never
halted. Despite 10 ing almost half of
a length, the MIT swimmers struggled their way back into the race
and ended up winning easily. The

women cruised along for the rest of
the meet, dominating
the other
teams.
The men's team faced a more
difficult meet, with Tufts fielding a
very competitive
squad. In the
most exciting race of the day, Ben
Chun '00 anchored the 4x50 medley relay in a come from behind
victory by 0.02 seconds. Several
races later, it looked as if the Tufts

3x I 00 breaststroke
relay would
earn their revenge, as their anchor
man made up almost six seconds
against MIT. Their attempt was
thwarted, however, by Paul Huck
'00 who touched them out by 0.01
seconds.
The final event of the day
brought the men's and women's
teams together for the co-ed inner
tube relay where MIT placed last.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Friday,
ovember 13
Men's Swimming vs. Springfield College, 6:00 p.m.
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Skidmore College, 8:30 p.m.
aturday,
ovember 14
Football vs. UMass Boston, noon
Rifle vs. Virginia aval Academy

By Candice Mcelroy
TEAM MEMBER

On Saturday the equestrian team
competed at the Mount Ida College
Equestrian Center in Dover, Mass.
The team competed against twelve
schools including local colleges
such as Harvard University, Tufts
University and Boston University,
as well as schools from Vermont,
ew Hampshire, and Maine.
Julie Oberweis '99 placed second
in her novice equitation over fences
class. Kristen Landino '02 earned a
third place in the open jumping division on a very difficult horse. Jenny
Lee '02 earned a fourth place in the
intermediate division over fences.
On the flat, team captain Candice
McElroy '99 placed fourth in novice
equitation. Cynthia Randles '99 had
a strong showing in the beginner
walk-trot division and earned a fifth
place while Nina Kutsuzawa '00

placed fifth in her first show since
qualifying for the beginner walktrot-canter division. Landino plac
fifth on the flat against some toug
competition in the open division.
Two MIT riders, Junlin Ho '99
and Sara Etemadi '01, were named
reserves on the flat in novice and
advanced walk-trot-canter
equitation respectively.
Equitation
classes judge the
rider's ability and not the horse. In
intercollegiate competitions, horses
from the host school are randomly
assigned to all riders. This presents
riders with the challenge of riding
with the correct form while learning
to control an unfamiliar animal.
The team will continue training at
Arrowhead Stables with coach Kate
Alderfer-Candela in preparation for
the final competition of the fall season hosted by Boston University on
Nov. 14.

Stevens Named Burger King College Football Scholar-Athlete
By Roger Crosley
DIRECTOR OF SPORTS INFORMATION

MIT football captain and defensive back Duane Stevens '99 has
been named a Burger King College
Football ScholarAthlete
Award
winner. Stevens'
award marks the
second time an
MIT player has
been named Burger King College
Football Scholar-Athlete.
Stevens
follows in the footsteps of Brad
Gray '98 by being selected a weekly
winner of the award which will
bring a contribution
of $10,000
from Burger King to the MIT general scholarship fund.
During his career Stevens has

Sports
Shorts

twice been named a first-team GTE
College Sports Information Directors
of America Academic All-American,
and last year was named a first team
All-American for his play on the field.
He has also been nominated for an
CAA Postgraduate Scholarship this
year. Stevens is MIT's career leader in
interceptions with 20, and the regular
season leader with nine set in 1997.
For the second consecutive year
the women's volleyball team has
qualified for the ational Collegiate
Athletic Association Division III
Championship
Tournament.
The
Engineers gained the sixth seed in
the
ew England Region and will
face third seed Amherst College on
Thursday at Wellesley College.
The New England Women's and

Men's Athletic
Conference
has
recently
announced
its
AllConference squads for field hockey,
women's soccer, and women's tennis. MIT was represented on the field
hockey team by Tracy Sadowski '99.
In soccer, Anna Cherub in '99 was
selected to the squad. Cherubin
played defense for the Engineers.
The MIT third doubles team of YiNing Cheng '02 and Shika Gupta '01
was selected for tennis.
It has been a big week for MIT
field hockey. The Engineers were
selected to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference New England
Division III Tournament as the fifth
seed. The Engineers faced arch rival
and fourth seeded Wellesley College
in the first round and dropped a 1-3

decision at Wellesley. Three players
have been named to the National
Field Hockey Coaches Association
Division III Regional All-America
team in the New England East
Region. Tracy Sadowski '99, Theresa
Power '00 and Laura Williams '00
were each named to the squad.
Sadowski led MIT in scoring with 12
goals and eight assists. Power was the
Engineers top defender and led the
team with 10 defensive
stops.
Williams scored 13 goals and had a
total of five assists for the season. She
set the MIT record for goals in a single game when she tallied four in a
7-0 victory over Elms College.
Two MIT football players have
been honored for their play in last
weekend's 28-41 loss to Western

New England College. Dave Skordal
'02 was named the Eastern College
Athletic Conference New England
Division III Rookie of the Week for
his play at quarterback. Skorda1,
only his first varsity start, complete
21 of 43 passes for 213 yards and
three touchdowns. Skorda1 was also
named to the New England Football
Conference
Weekly Honor Roll.
Teammate Tom Hynes '02 was also
named to the NEFC Honor Roll.
Hynes, a defensive tackle, had 11
tackles in the game, including six
solo stops, four tackles for losses
and a quarterback sack.
MIT men's basketball
coach
Larry Anderson has been named to
the NCAA New England Regional
Ranking Committee.

Write Sports for The Tech!
Call Shao at 253-1541
LAB EQUIPMENT -Priced to Sell
1. 1" tube oven, new,
Lindberg 55035, 1010°C, $800/b.o.
2. DC Power Supply, HP
Regulated lOA, 20V
$300/b.o.
3. Magnetic Transporter,
j
MDC vac. 24" 2.75 CF
$700/b.o.
4. Pallet transporter, 27"X48"
Wesco, like new,
$400
;Private Sale, 781-221-8441

Put your education and imagination to work in on environment that challenges your mind,
stimulotes your creativity, and rewords your initiative.
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